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The bulk electricity delivery system known as the power grid is extremely funda-
mental to most aspects of modern society [4, 5, 7–18]. Power grid critical infrastruc-
tures form a vast and interconnected cyber-physical network for delivering electricity
from generation plants to end-point consumers. Due to their importance, power control
networks have been a very attractive attack surface for malicious attackers and nation-
state terrorists to penetrate in the network and consequently cause catastrophic physical
damage. Remote malicious cyber attacks caused approximately $100 million of dam-
age cost in 2009 [1]. The most recent control system malware called Stuxnet [2] was
crafted to sabotage nuclear power plants. Stuxnet specifically raised new questions
about power grid security protection [3] which is strictly recommended by the gov-
ernment as destruction of those systems would have a debilitating impact on national
security [6].

Currently, to protect power grid critical infrastructures, expert power system op-
erators, sitting in control network rooms, monitor and control the cyber network as
well as the underlying physical system in order to guarantee secure energy delivery.
Traditionally, power grid operators gain their expertise and experience solely through
working with physical system training simulators, which model only the physical sys-
tems ignoring the cyber assets, or working with an actual operational power grid where
a mistake may result in catastrophic consequences such as large-scale cascading fail-
ures and power blackouts. Consequently, a better training and experience transferring
solution is needed to make sure that inexperienced operators learn about the potential
failures and security incidents as well as how to respond to them and take appropriate
recovery actions with minimum effort and without any potential damage on the actual
operational power grid. Additionally, there needs to be an assessment method to evalu-
ate whether the operator has gained sufficient amount of expertise and hence can handle
real-world conditions before he/she is allowed to work on the actual infrastructure.

Our vision is a conceptual integration of a cyber-attack simulator into the existing
simulators, to study the difference in operator response to contingencies with/without
the consideration of cyber network configuration. The proposed solution provides a
complete simulated power grid infrastructure including the control center environment
as well as the physical power system. Additionally, our proposed solution is capa-
ble of realistic simulation of malicious cyber-physical attacks that originate at remote
cyber assets as well as reactive and proactive corrective control actions to fix cyber ex-
ploitations and power contingencies. Furthermore, during an interaction with an expert
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Figure 1: Bird’s Eye View of the Proposed Architecture

operator, our proposed framework learns appropriate handling of various attack scenar-
ios by creating mathematical behavioral models. Consequently, the framework makes
use of those models during an interaction with an inexperienced operator to perform
effective knowledge transfer so that inexperienced operators also learn how to handle
various attacks appropriately.

The proposed framework consists of several subsystems that achieve its ultimate
overall objective cooperatively. Our proposed solution’s operation consists of two ma-
jor phases: 1) learning from simulation; and 2) training operators. During the first
phase, the proposed framework is used by expert operators who go through several
cyber-physical failure and intrusion scenarios on the user-friendly graphical interface
that is backed up with the cyber-physical system and failure simulation engine. During
the expert operator interaction. Our proposed solution observes his or her reactions,
i.e., corrective control actions, in every system state and calculates a mathematical be-
havioral model that is a game-theoretic Markov decision process with learned numeri-
cal parameters, i.e., state security measures. It is noteworthy that the expert operators
could be replaced with a scripted list of appropriate control actions for various system
states; such lists are usually composed during the power grid planning efforts in prac-
tice nowadays. More specifically, to accelerate the learning model convergence, the
introduced framework calculates a rough system model automatically using the power-
based impact index. Later on, during the expert operator interaction, the rough values
are further refined to represent the expert knowledge precisely.

The second phase aims at training inexperienced operators to consider both cyber
and power networks while selecting the corrective control actions. The ultimate goal is
to achieve this objective using a simulated environment without the need for interaction
with the actual operational critical infrastructure. In particular, the proposed solution
with the learned set of system models and parameters can be downloaded and used
simultaneously by several (possibly remote) inexperienced trainees. Our introduced
framework makes use of its hybrid cyber network and power system simulation en-
gines to emulate realistic attack and failure scenarios for the inexperienced who should
observe the situation on their screen and decide upon the optimal control action from
the list provided by the introduced framework. In the meanwhile, our proposed solution
emulates an expert operator internally by implementing a game-theoretic optimization
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solution to pick the optimal control action according to the created learned system mod-
els. Consequently, the presented engine compares the sequence of actions provided by
each trainee and the calculated optimal action sequence, and verifies whether those two
sequence match.
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